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APPENDIX B

Off-Policy Monte Carlo Update

In this appendix, we deduce the equation for the off-policy Monte Carlo update of the
switch actions for the derived task of a contextual bandit problem with representation se-
lection. While in general, off-policy Monte Carlo updates are very inefficient, in this spe-
cific case a particular simple and efficient equation is obtained. In this appendix, we use
π(x) to refer to the action given by a deterministic policy, while we use π(x, a) to refer to
the action selection probability of a stochastic policy.

The experience sequence of the derived task of a contextual bandit problem consists of
two actions: first a switch actions, asw, and then a ground action, agr:

xt=0 → asw → xt=1 → agr → r

A Monte Carlo update is an update with the complete return, i.e., the (discounted)
cumulative reward. To understand the difference with regular (on-policy) Monte Carlo
updates consider that we determine the Q-value of a state-action pair (x, a) by simply
taking the average of all returns seen so far:

Q(x, a) =

∑N
i=1Ri(x, a)

N
(B.1)

where Ri(x, a) is the return followed by the i-th visit of state-action pair (x, a) and N is
the total number of returns observed for (x, a). A similar off-policy version can than be
made by taking the weighted average:

Q(x, a) =

∑N
i=1wi(x, a) ·Ri(x, a)∑N

i=1wi(x, a)
(B.2)

where wi(x, a) is the weight assigned to the i-th return for (x, a). The value of wi(x, a) is
computed as follows. Let p(x, a) be the probability of the state action sequence following
(x, a) occurring under the estimation policy π and p′(x, a) be the probability of it occurring
under the behavior policy π′. Than the weight wi(x, a) is equal to the relative probability
of the observed experience-sequence of occurring under π and π′, i.e. by p(x, a)/p′(x, a).
These probabilities can be expressed in their policy probabilities by:

w(xt, at) =
p(xt, at)

p′(xt, at)
=

T−1∏
k=t+1

π(xk, ak)

π′(xk, ak)
(B.3)

For a deterministic evaluation policy π the weight w is non-zero only when all actions
taken under π′ match the action that would have been taken under π. If this is the case, the
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above equation simplifies to:

w(xt, at) =

T−1∏
k=t+1

1

π′(xk, ak)
if π(xk) = ak for all k ≥ t+ 1 (B.4)

where π(xk) refers to the action the agent would take at timestep k (with probability 1)
when following this deterministic policy.

Since in our case, the state-action pair that requires the off-policy Monte Carlo update,
(xt=0, asw), is followed by only a single action (agr), the weight expression is reduced
even further to

w =
1

π′(xt=0, asw)
if π(xt=1) = agr (B.5)

Given that we use an ε-greedy behavior policy and the condition that π(xt=1) = agr, the
weight w is a fixed value and can therefore be scaled to 1. Now, the off-policy Monte Carlo
update of the switch action is reduced to the form:

Q(xt=0, asw) = (1− α)Q(xt=0, asw) + α · r if agr is optimal (B.6)




